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ABSTRACT Sheep are considered a necessary source of food production worldwide. Therefore, the sheep

identification is vital for managing breeding and disease. Moreover, it is the only guarantee of an individual’s

ownership. Therefore, in this paper, sheep identities were recognized by a deep convolutional neural network

using facial bio-metrics. To obtain the best possible accuracy, different neural networks designs were

surveyed and tested in this paper. The Bayesian optimization was used to automatically set the parameters

for a convolutional neural network; in addition, the AlexNet configuration was also examined in this paper.

In this paper, the sheep recognition algorithms were tested on a data set of 52 sheep. Not more than 10 images

were taken of each sheep in different postures. Thus, the data augmentation methodologies such as rotation,

reflection, scaling, blurring, and brightness modification were applied; 1000 images of each sheep were

obtained for training and validation. The experiments conducted in this paper achieved an accuracy of 98%.

Our approach outperforms previous approaches for sheep identification.

INDEX TERMS Bayesian optimization, convolutional neural network, deep learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automatic sheep identification is now considered a necessity,

but has been poorly studied by researchers. Ear tags are

the traditional method usually used for sheep identification.

However, this method has proved inefficient. Ear tags can

be either lost or their numbers can be obscured due to the

environments in which sheep live [1]. Most farmers and

sellers depend on intuition to estimate sheep identity, which is

prone to mistakes. It is important to accurately identify sheep

during sheep selection for breeding and stock management.

Moreover, it is important to track individuals with disease for

treatment and for disease management, especially if there is

an epidemic disease. In addition, buyers sometimes keep their

sheep on the farm for some time; as a result, they have no

guarantee of which animal they have bought. For this reason,

to provide buyers, sellers and farmers an efficient way to

recognize each individual in a large group of sheep, an auto-

matic real-time sheep identification approach is proposed in

this paper. Sheep facial biometrics include many significant

features that can be used for identification such as muscles,

the eyes, mouth and many hidden features [2]. Therefore,

facial biometrics are very promising and efficient features for

sheep recognition. As a result, the approach proposed in this

paper was based on sheep facial images.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Oguz Elibol.

Deep learning is a hot topic in the field of machine learning

and pattern recognition, whose efficiency has been proven in

multiple tasks. Deep learning is nothing but a machine learn-

ing methodology that learns by example to classify images,

text or even sound. Deep learning can outperform humans

in most of its applied tasks [3]. Moreover, convolutional

neural networks (CNNs) are considered the most popular

effective deep learning approach in all previous scientific

literature [4]–[6]. Accordingly, CNNs have been used in

this work to classify sheep. However, design of CNNs is a

bottleneck that is frequently challenging in using CNNs. It is

complicated to design a CNN to suit a specific classification

task [7]. For this reason, this paper focused on finding the

appropriate design for CNNs by experimenting with existing

architectures and studying optimization techniques.

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is similar to genetic

algorithms because it initiates random solutions that are

then adjusted until the optimal solution with the best fitness

is reached. PSO basically utilizes a group of particles, or

swarms that mimics a swarm’s behavior to find the best

solution by having its members interact with each other. The

particles or swarms of the optimization model iterate, while

seeking the optimal solution. The swarm is represented by a

vector that changes iteratively, saving the best solutions and

changing their priorities [8].

The gravitational search algorithm (GSA) is another

optimization algorithm that updates a collection of possible
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solutions through all possible generations. These solutions

are initially distributed randomly. However, in this optimiza-

tion algorithm, solutions that have a relatively higher fit-

ness function attract each other similar to gravity until the

optimal solution is reached [9], [10]. PSO and GSA are

two algorithms that can be heterogeneously hybridized to

combine their functionalities. Mirjalili et al. [11] were able

to implement these algorithms in parallel. The main goal of

this hybrid approach is to prevent the method from becoming

stuck in local optimum in contrast to backpropagation [12].

However, backpropagation is preferable for training deep

neural networks because backpropagation approximates the

partial derivatives of the error. A literature survey found

that both PSO and GSA are proven optimization techniques

that can be used when training neural networks. However,

when substituted for backpropagation, these approaches

require long processing times and large processing capabil-

ities. In [8], PSO was used to optimize a CNN’s parame-

ters instead of to replace backpropagation. However, heavy

computational loads are still required. In addition, the final

classification results are unsatisfactory. The maximum accu-

racy reached in image classification is 80.15%. Moreover,

the goal of this paper is to produce an application that can

be released on mobile phones to be used by all types of

users.

Thus, Bayesian optimization was adopted in this study to

help in searching for the best CNN architecture. Bayesian

optimization is more efficient than PSO because it requires

fewer trials and fewer initial parameters [13].

In [2], sheep were recognized using a cosine distance clas-

sifier trained on facial images of 50 sheep whose ages ranged

from 3 to 4 years. The cosine classifier depends on the cosine

distance threshold for the classification task. Each sheep was

represented by 7 images taken at a forward-facing posture

with a black background. The faces of the sheep were cleaned

of dirt and all possible sources of noise before being imaged.

Sheep were also held using special tools so that a certain

fraction of each sheep face was within the image. Therefore,

this approach required considerable human intervention for

image acquisition. A Canon professional PowerShot camera

with resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels was used. The highest

accuracy achieved was 96%.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:

Section 2 describes the camera settings. Section 3 explains

the theoretical background behind most of the methodologies

adopted in this paper. Section 4 then provides the details of the

proposed approach for sheep identification. The experimental

results and evaluation are elaborated upon in section 5.

Finally, section 6 presents conclusions and some directions

for future work.

II. CAMERA SETTINGS

Fifty-two sheep were imaged by an ordinary mobile camera.

The sheep ranged in age from 5 months to 5 years and

had different physiologies. All the sheep were of the Barqi

breed, which originated in Libya. Facial images were taken in

FIGURE 1. Sheep samples.

different postures, as shown in Figure 1, and at slightly vary-

ing distances from the camera, with a 1.5 meters average dis-

tance. The camera settings are illustrated in Figure 2. Five to

ten face imageswere taken of each sheep in different postures.

However, for each of the 52 sheep, a total of 1000 images

were produced by means of data augmentation.

FIGURE 2. Camera model settings.

III. THEORY AND BACKGROUND

A. DEEP LEARNING

Deep learning is a well-known machine learning approach

that can perform direct classification from images [14].

However, unlike other machine learning approaches, deep

learning is based on abstraction by applying hierarchical

approaches with deep layers. Accordingly, it is called deep.

The performances of deep learning techniques exceed those

of all other techniques on any image recognition task.

Although deep learning requires numerous training images,

it extracts its own features without the need for any supervi-

sion. As a result, deep learning yields more accurate results.

Deep learning trains a hierarchy through a sufficient number

of iterations, propagating from given input to output until it

reaches adequate accuracy. For this reason, it is also called

deep neural learning as it simulates the neurons in brains.

Therefore, almost all deep learning techniques involve neural

network models.
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B. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS

CNNs are the most powerful and effective deep learning tech-

nique. CNNs are a form of artificial neural networks (ANNs).

Artificial neural networks basically consist of an input layer,

hidden layers and an output layer, as shown in Figure 3.

All the layers consist of artificial neurons that mimic brain

neurons. Each neuron has attached weights so that data are

transferred from the input layer to the output layer through

the hidden layers [15], [16]. These weights are iteratively

adjusted bymeans of an activation function that takes the sum

of the input weights as input. Networks iterate tominimize the

error. Adding additional hidden layers creates what is called a

deep neural network. However, CNNs can take entire images

as input; unlike a typical ANN, CNNs scale well (Figure 4).

FIGURE 3. Neural network.

FIGURE 4. Convolutional neural network.

The architecture of CNNs mainly consists of an input

layer, a convolutional Layer, a rectified linear units (ReLU)

layer, a pooling Layer, and a fully-connected layer. The input

layer usually takes an input image of (height×width× num-

ber of channels). For example, an RGB image has three color

channels. Convolutional layers are the core layers of a CNN

because they contain convolutional filters, which are also

called kernels. Each of these filters convolves the entire image

to produce an activation function that responds to certain fea-

tures, such as edges and colors. Then, a ReLU layer is usually

adopted because it applies the ReLU activation function to

speed up the training process. The pooling layer progressively

down-samples the input image to prevent overfitting because

it removes redundant information. Finally, the fully con-

nected layers come after multiple convolutional and pooling

layers. In these layers, all the neurons are connected to all the

activation functions of the previous layer to recognize large

patterns. The final layer determines the corresponding class

by feature combination. However, its architecture may differ

depending on application or data. Therefore, network can

have one or two convolutional layers or it can be complicated

network with hundreds of convolutional and fully connected

layers.

C. BAYESIAN OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE

Bayesian optimization is an efficient technique in the

machine learning field [17] and the best choice for an expen-

sive objective function [18]. Bayesian optimization is a black-

box technique that aims to minimize or maximize any given

objective function by constructing a probabilistic model.

Bayesian optimization is composed of a probabilistic model

and a loss function. It aims to model the objective function f

to specify its distribution.

xnew = argx ∈ Xmax/minf (x) (1)

where X is any given design space of interest. This model is

used for making efficient sampling decisions, and is sequen-

tially updated. Furthermore, it applies an acquisition function

to maintain both exploration and exploitation capabilities.

The acquisition function selects the appropriate candidates

for the next selection. A Gaussian process is often selected to

acquire some of the parameters needed for the objective func-

tion. The loss function shows the optimality of the running

sequence. The Bayesian optimization process is summarized

by the pseudo code in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5. Bayesian optimization algorithm.

D. ALEXNET

AlexNet is a pre-trained state-of-the-art CNN designed by

Alex Krizhevesky. It has been used in experiments on dif-

ferent benchmarks in various fields and it preceded all other

deep learning approaches. For this reason, AlexNet archi-

tecture has been used in many image classification experi-

ments [19], [20]. AlexNet is composed of 5 convolutional

layers and 2 fully connected layers. The input image size

is 227 × 227. The first convolutional layer operates with
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96 different 11 × 11 filters while the max pooling layer

operates with 3× 3 filters. The second layer has 5× 5 filters.

The third, fourth and fifth layers have 3 × 3 filters.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

The proposed approach is summarized in Figure 6 and

explained in detail in the following subsections.

FIGURE 6. Proposed approach model.

A. PRE-PROCESSING

As mentioned above, facial images of various sizes were

taken for 52 sheep at different postures. Therefore, the images

had to be resized to match the input size compatible with the

neural network. In the proposed approach, the fixed input size

is 227 × 227. Moreover, most of the images contained noisy

features that can hinder efficient classification. For this rea-

son, the collected sheep images were cropped to display only

on the face of the sheep, as shown in Figure 7. In addition to

resizing and cropping images, some of the tested approaches

required grey-scale image inputs. Accordingly, the RGB

images were also transformed into grey-scale images.

FIGURE 7. Image samples after pre-processing.

B. AUGMENTATION

Deep learning approaches require a sufficient number of

training images to boost their performance [20]. For this rea-

son, all previous approaches that used CNNs to solve visual

recognition problems using few training images had to resort

to image augmentation in which new images are created

from the existing training images by augmentation techniques

and used to supplement the original training images. The

augmentation techniques used in the proposed approach in

this paper are rotation, reflection, scaling, blurring and bright-

ness adjustment. Images were flipped horizontally and verti-

cally. For rotation, images were rotated randomly to different

degrees. Scaling was also applied to images in either the x

direction or the y direction. Images were adjusted to different

degrees of brightness and blurred by a Gaussian variance

function whose values ranged from 0.1 to 0.9. Moreover,

through image augmentation, CNNs are less prone to mem-

orize the training images, thus avoiding overfitting. Samples

of the augmented images are presented in Figure 8.

FIGURE 8. Augmented image samples.

C. BAYESIAN OPTIMIZATION TO AUTOMATICALLY

DESIGN CNNS

Bayesian optimization techniques have been proven to excel

in the field of machine learning. Correspondingly, Bayesian

optimization was tested in our proposed approach for auto-

matic parameter selection. The parameters to be optimized

were the number of convolutional layers, the initial learning

rate, momentum, and regularization strength. The objective

function used the training set to train the CNN and used the
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validation set to test the accuracy of the classifier to prevent

overfitting. The dataset of 52000 images was split so that 80%

of the images were used as training set and 20% were used

as the testing set. The validation set was 5000 images of

the selected training set. The objective function was used

when training the CNN to obtain the classification error of

the tested architecture for each iteration using the validation

set. Therefore, the goal was to find the most optimal solution

by minimizing the classification error. The objective function

evaluation was repeated until the smallest error was reached

as shown in Figure 9.

FIGURE 9. Objective function evaluations.

D. CNN

The optimal CNN architecture that gave the best accuracy

was then chosen based on the output of the Bayesian opti-

mization techniques. The chosen network architecture was

then loaded and tested using the testing set. The convolutional

layers were always padded to correspond to the input through

epochs. Max pooling layers were down-sampled at a factor

of 2 using kernels, and the number of filters was chosen to be

proportional to the number of convolutional layers. During

training, the network was validated after each epoch. After

each epoch, the images were augmented to keep the network

from memorizing an image’s features and prevent overfit-

ting. The training cycle was composed of 40 epochs, and

each epoch had 36 iterations. To reduce the noise during

parameter updating, the learning rate was reduced by a factor

of 10 across epochs. The final CNN was saved to be used as

a classifier for the unseen sheep images.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION

The final CNNwas generally outstanding at the image classi-

fication task. However, developing a CNN structure is never

easy task because time is required to try different struc-

tures until the best classification rate is reached. After so

many trials, the best simple deep CNN achieved an accuracy

of 48.87% accuracy. The accuracy of classification methods

is determined as follows:

Cacc =

CP

TP
∗ 100 (2)

where Cacc is the classification accuracy, CP is the number

of correctly predicted images, and TP is the total number of

predictions.

The CNN was composed of one input layer of size

227 × 227 × 3, and the data were shuffled at the begin-

ning of each epoch. Three convolutional layers with 3 × 3

filters were used. Each convolutional layer was followed by

a ReLU layer and a max pooling layer. After these layers,

10 full layers had been used, resulting in the last layer having

52 outputs corresponding to the 52 classes of the sheep in

the collected data. Initial learning rate was 0.01, maximum

number of epochs was 4 and stochastic gradient descent with

momentum (SGDM) was used. Momentum was 0.9000 and

Regularization was 1.0000e-04. However, 48.87% is dra-

matically below any acceptable accuracy. Figure 10 shows

how the accuracy changes with the number of iterations. For

all the previously mentioned reasons, using an optimization

technique was required.

FIGURE 10. Accuracy achieved by the simple CNN versus the number of
iterations.

In this paper, two different methodologies were analyzed

to generate the CNN structure with the best accuracy; these

CNNs were tested on the testing set. The first tested method-

ology generated CNN parameters using Bayesian optimiza-

tion. The secondmethodology involved training AlexNet on a

sheep dataset and comparing its results to the results obtained

from the approach proposed in this work. A Bayesian opti-

mization function was used to determine the CNN structure.

The parameters to optimize were the number of convolutional

layers, initial learning rate, momentum, and regularization

strength. Evaluations of the objective function were repeated

until the best structure was obtained. Some of the acceptable

evaluations that gave low classification errors are shown

in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Optimization parameters through evaluations.
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The best estimated structure found by Bayesian optimiza-

tion is illustrated in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Optimal parameters.

The CNNwith the structure generated from Bayesian opti-

mization was then loaded and tested with the testing set; this

model achieved an accuracy of 98%. Figure 11 shows its

evolution over all the iterations, while Figure 12 shows the

evolution of the loss function towards its minimum over these

iterations. This trained CNN was then saved to classify any

new image for sheep identification. The previous approach to

sheep identification, which used a cosine classifier, achieved

an accuracy of only 96% [2]. In addition, special cameras

and special tools are needed to obtain specific sheep postures.

Therefore, the proposed approach outperforms the only other

sheep identification approach present in the literature.

FIGURE 11. Accuracy achieved by CNN designed by Bayesian
optimization through iterations.

FIGURE 12. Parameters updated by Bayesian optimization settling down
closer to a minimum of the loss function through epochs.

As mentioned previously, AleXNet settings were used

heavily in most image classification tasks as they have proved

their success in training on any new data set. For this reason,

AlexNet was also trained on the sheep dataset used in this

work. The images used were already resized and augmented,

so they were ready to be input into the AlexNet CNN.

This AlexNet model had 23 layers and the number of fully

connected layers was 52 to support the number of classes.

Stochastic gradient descent with momentum was used as

an optimizer with global learning rate of 0.001. Moreover,

Maximum number of epochs was 20 for fine-tuning.

Furthermore, the parameters were updated using a subset

of data of size 64. The dataset of 52000 images was split

in the same way as in the proposed approach, i.e., 80% of

the images were used as a training set, and 20% were used

as a validation set. The accuracy achieved by AlexNet was

97.5%, which is less than the accuracy achieved using the

Bayesian optimization; however, these results are very close.

Accordingly, AlexNet could also be used to identify sheep.

The accuracies of the different tested approaches to sheep

identification are summarized in Table 3. All the experiments

were conducted on Matlab R2018a with the environment

windows 10, Intel Core i7 and 8G memory.

TABLE 3. Comparison of accuracy results.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Deep learning is a hot topic, and CNNs are the most effi-

cient deep learning approach for visual recognition problems.

However, designing an efficient CNN is a complicated task.

For this reason, the use of optimization techniques is now

essential for setting CNN parameters. Bayesian optimization

was used in the proposed approach to set the CNN parameters

and design its structure for use in recognizing individual

sheep. The accuracy achieved by the hybrid approach of a

CNN and Bayesian optimization was 98%; thus, the pro-

posed approach that used cosine distance classifier for sheep

identification, which achieved an accuracy of only 96%.

Moreover, the previous approach required special tools and

special environments. AlexNet is a pre-trained CNN that has

demonstrated its ability to be effectively trained on images

in almost all domains and to provide highly accurate results.

Therefore, we also tested the AlexNet architecture on the

sheep data set, and it achieved an accuracy of 97.5%, which

is slightly less than that achieved by the proposed approach.

For future work, the proposed approach will be combined

with weight and age estimation function and released as a

mobile application. This applicationwill be able to provide all

possible information about sheep by using image recognition.

In addition, images will be collected for sheep breeds other

than Barqi sheep, and the CNN will be trained to recognize a

sheep’s breed before its identity.
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